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If R is a G-graded associative algebra, where G is an abelian group and  is a
bicharacter for G, then R also has the structure of a Jordan color algebra. In
addition, if R is endowed with a color involution , then the symmetric elements S
under  are also a Jordan color algebra. Generalizing results of I. N. Herstein, we
examine the Jordan color structure of R and S. In particular, we show that if R is
a graded-simple algebra, then both R and S are simple Jordan color algebras,
except for some special cases which cannot arise in the ordinary case.  2001
Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we show how simple Jordan color algebras arise naturally
from graded-simple associative algebras and graded-simple associative
algebras with color involution. Our results are motivated by the work of
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 Herstein H , who showed that if R is a simple associative algebra of
characteristic 2, then R is simple as a Jordan algebra where the Jordan
multiplication is defined as r s rs sr, for all r, s R. Herstein also
showed that if R is a simple associative algebra of characteristic 2 with
  4involution , then the symmetric elements S s R  s  s are also a
simple Jordan algebra.
We begin by providing an overview of the main results in this paper. Our
results will generalize those of Herstein to the situation where R is an
associative algebra over a field F of characteristic 2 and R is graded by
an abelian group G. If  : GG F is a bicharacter, we can use  to
endow R with a Jordan multiplication giving R the structure of a Jordan
color algebra. Our first result on the Jordan color structure of R is
THEOREM 2.2. If R is a graded algebra and U is an -Jordan ideal of R,
Ž .then R UU RU. Therefore if UU 0, U contains a nonzero graded
ideal of R
In light of Theorem 2.2, it is reasonable to wonder if R is a simple
Jordan color algebra provided R is a graded-simple associative algebra.
However, an interesting difference in the color situation is that counterex-
amples occasionally arise which do not exist in the ordinary case. The main
result of Section 2 is
THEOREM 2.8. If R is a graded-simple algebra then R is a simple Jordan
color algebra except for the special case where R is the twisted group algebra
F G. In this special case, R is the unique proper -Jordan ideal of R, 	
R R  0, and the cocycle  and the bicharacter  are color compatible.	 	
In Section 3, we begin to examine the case where our associative graded
algebra R is also endowed with a color involution . In this case, the
  4symmetric elements S s R  s  s are also a Jordan color algebra. If
Ž .  I is a graded ideal of R stable under , then we can let T I  r r  r
4 Ž . I . Note that T I is always a Jordan ideal of S. Our first result on the
Jordan color structure of S is
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a graded algebra with color inolution and let U
Ž 4 .be an -Jordan ideal of S. If uU is homogeneous then T Ru R U. In
particular, if there exists some homogeneous uU such that u4  0, then
Ž .U contains T I , for some nonzero graded ideal of R.
In light of Theorem 3.5, it is reasonable to wonder if S is a simple
Jordan color algebra provided R is a graded-simple associative algebra.
The main result of Section 3 is
THEOREM 3.8. If R is a graded-simple algebra with color inolution and U
is an -Jordan ideal of S such that U  0, then U S.
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Theorem 3.8 indicates that to determine when S is a simple Jordan
color algebra, we need to investigate the situation where U  0. This
situation splits to three separate cases which are examined extensively in
Section 4. We then combine all of the partial results from Section 4 to
obtain the main result of our paper.
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a graded-simple algebra with color inolution.
Then S is a simple Jordan color algebra except in the following two special
cases:
Ž .a R is a twisted group algebra F G, R is the unique proper -Jordan 	
ideal of R, R R  0, and the cocycle  and the bicharacter  are color	 	
compatible. This case only occurs when Z  S , and, in this case, S is thee  	
unique -Jordan ideal of S.
Ž . Ž .b R is isomorphic as an algebra with color inolution to M Z , the2 
2 2 matrices oer Z , with the symplectic color inolution. This case only
occurs when Z  S and S2  Z .   
We now define the terms and introduce the terminology that will be
used throughout this paper. R will always denote an associative algebra
over a field of characteristic 2. Furthermore, R will be graded by an
abelian group G, that is, R
 R , where the R are subspaces andg ggG
R R  R , for all g, hG. Note that, in general, an algebra need notg h g h
 4be associative to be graded. We will let supp R gG  R  0 , and,g
without loss of generality, we will assume throughout this paper that G is
generated as a group by supp R. An element r R is said to be homoge-
neous if r R , for some gG. In addition, we say that a functiong
Ž .f : R R is homogeneous if f R  R , for all gG. A subspace I Rg g
Ž .is said to graded if I
 I R . We say that R is graded-simple ifggG
0
and R are the only graded ideals of R. Similarly, we say R is graded-semi-
prime if 0 is the only graded ideal of R which is nilpotent. Throughout
most of this paper, we will be assuming that R is an algebra with unit
element 1. However, two of our main results, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem
3.5, hold for all graded algebras regardless of whether they have a unit
element.
If F is a field, then a function  : GG F is called a bicharacter if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	1 gh, k   g, k  h, k and  g, h   h, g , for all g, h, kG. It is
Ž .easy to see that  g, g 1, for all gG. Therefore, we can partition
G into the two subsets
G  gG   g , g  1 and G  gG   g , g 	1 . 4  4Ž . Ž . 	
It is also easy to see that either GG or G is a subgroup of G of 
index 2. If H is any subgroup of G of index 2, then an important example
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of a bicharacter, which arises in Section 5, is the function  , which we0
Ž . Ž .define as  g, h 	1 if g, hH and  g, h  1 if g or h are in H.0 0
In this case, it is clear that G H. If A is a graded subspace of R, then
we will often let A 
 A and A 
 A . Therefore, we g 	 ggG gG 	
have the decomposition A A 
 A . 	
Recall that a vector space J over a field F is a Jordan algebra if it has
Ž .an F-linear multiplication  satisfying the following: 1 ab ba and
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž 2 .2 a  ba  a b a, for all a, b J. Then any associative algebra
A can be viewed as a Jordan algebra where the Jordan multiplication  is
defined as ab ab ba, for all a, b A. If we linearize the second
identity for Jordan algebras, we obtain
x y  r z  z x  r y  y z  r xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 x y  r  z z x  r  y y z  r  x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y, r, z J. This motivates the definition of a Jordan color
algebra.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let J be an algebra over a field F of characteristic
2 with bilinear multiplication . If J is graded by the abelian group G
and if  : GG F is a bicharacter, then J is a Jordan color algebra if
Ž . Ž .a x y  g , g y x,x y
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .b  g , g g x y  r z   g , g g z x  r y z x r y z r
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽŽ . . g , g g y z  r x   g , g g x y  r  zx y r z x r
Ž .ŽŽ . . Ž .ŽŽ . . g , g g z x  r  y  g , g g y z  r  x,y z r x y r
for all x J , y J , r J , z J .g g g gx y r z
Similar to the way in which we obtain Jordan algebras from associative
algebras, we can also obtain Jordan color algebras from associative graded
algebras. More precisely, if R is graded by G and  : GG F is a
bicharacter, we can give R the structure of a Jordan color algebra by
Ž .defining the product  as ab ab  g, h ba, for all a R , b R .g h
In our present situation, R can also be given the structure of a Lie color
    Ž .algebra by defining the multiplication , as a, b  ab	  g, h ba, for
all a R , b R . The Lie color structure of associative graded algebrasg h
 is studied extensively by Montgomery M , and we will apply some of her
results in Section 4.
If x R and y R , it will be convenient to abuse our notation andg h
Ž . Ž . write  x, y in place of  g, h . We define the -center Z  a R 
  4a, r  0, for all r R . It is easy to see that Z is a graded subspace
of R.
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 Given graded subspaces A, B R, we let AB and A, B denote,
 respectively, the span of all elements of the form ab and a, b , for all
homogeneous a A, b B. When a graded subspace A R has the
property that A A A, then A is certainly also a Jordan color algebra.
A graded subspace U A such that U AU is called an -Jordan ideal
of A. Then A is a simple Jordan color algebra if its only -Jordan ideals
are 0 and A.
 Similarly, if B R is a graded subspace such that B, B  B, then B is
 also a Lie color algebra. A graded subspace V B such that V, B  V is
 called an -Lie ideal of B. If C, D R such that C, D  0, then we say
that C and D -commute. Analogously, if CD 0, then we say that C
and D -anticommute.
We say that a homogeneous F-linear map : R R is a color involu-
 Ž . Ž .  tion of R if a  a and ab   a, b b a , for all homogeneous
 a, b R. We then define the set of symmetric elements S s R  s 
4   4s and the set of skew symmetric elements K k R  k 	k . Since
all of our algebras are over fields whose characteristic is not 2, it is easy to
see that R S
 K. Since  is homogeneous, we have the further
decompositions S S 
 S and K K 
 K , resulting in 	  	
R S 
 S 
 K 
 K . 	  	
Observe that if s, t S are homogeneous, then
    s t  st  s, t ts   s, t t s   t , s  s, t s tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 st  s, t ts s t .Ž .
Thus SS S and S is also a Jordan color algebra.
Given any color involution , it has a dual color involution , defined
 Ž .as r   r, r r , for all homogeneous r R. For odd elements,  and 
switch the roles of the symmetric and skew symmetric elements. More
precisely, if R S 
 S 
 K 
 K is the decomposition of R induced 	  	
by  and if we let S and K denote, respectively, the symmetric and skew
symmetric elements of  then
S S 
 K and K K 
 S . 	  	
Using the dual color involution will enable us to simplify some of the work
in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude our introduction with an example of a color
involution which will be very important in the construction of a counterex-
ample in Section 4.
EXAMPLE 1.2. The Symplectic Color Involution. We consider the fol-
lowing general situation: let G be an abelian group with a bicharacter 
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such that GG . Next, let A
 A be a G -graded F-algebra g gG
which is equal to its own -center and let h be an element of G . Then	
Ž .RM A can be graded by G by letting2
A 0g
R g 0 Až /g
for gG and
0 A 	1g h
R g A 0ž /g h
Ž .for gG . Now define the homogeneous linear map  of M A as	 2
  d , h d bŽ .a b  ,ž / ž /c d 	c  h , a aŽ .
for all homogeneous a, b, c, d A. It easy to check that  is a color
involution, and we call  the symplectic color involution.
2. THE JORDAN COLOR STRUCTURE OF R
We begin our study of the Jordan color structure of R with
LEMMA 2.1. If a, b, x R are homogeneous, then
   x ab 	 x , a b	  a, b x , b a 2 x , ab ab x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Direct computations show that
x ab  x ab  a, b baŽ . Ž .Ž .
 x ab  a, b ba   x , ab ab  a, b ba xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 xab  a, b xba  x , ab abx  x , ab  a, b bax ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 x , a b xa	  x , a ax bŽ .Ž .
 xa	  x , a ax b  xa, b b xa	  x , a axŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 xab	  x , a axb  xa, b bxa	  xa, b  x , a bax ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
 x , b a xb	  x , b bx aŽ .Ž .
 xb	  x , b bx a  xb, a a xb	  x , b bxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 xba	  x , b bxa	  xb, a axb	  xb, a  x , b abx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Combining the three sets of equations above, it follows that
   x ab 	 x , a b	  a, b x , b a 2 x , ab ab x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The following theorem holds for all graded algebras and does not
require that R have a unit element.
THEOREM 2.2. If R is a graded algebra and U is an -Jordan ideal of R,
Ž .then R UU RU. Therefore if UU 0, U contains a nonzero graded
ideal of R.
Ž .Proof. If a, bU and x, y R are all homogeneous, then x ab ,
    Ž .Ž .x, a b, x, b aU. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 2 x, ab ab xU.
Ž . Ž .Since 2 x, ab is invertible in F, ab xU. In addition,
x ab  x ab   x , ab ab x ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .therefore we also have x ab U.
Ž .Furthermore, ab xyU and
ab x y y ab x  abx , y ab xyU,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which combine to show that y ab xU.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since ab, ab x, x ab , y ab xU, it is clear that
UU, UU R , R UU , R UU RU.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Therefore either UU 0 or U contains the nonzero graded ideal of R
generated by UU.
The next result shows that, for graded-semiprime algebras, UU 0
cannot happen unless U  0.
THEOREM 2.3. If R is graded-semiprime and U is an -Jordan ideal of R
Ž .such that U  0, then U contains the graded nonzero ideal R UU R of R.
Proof. In light of Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that if UU 0 then
U  0. To this end, assume UU 0, and we will show that if aU is 
homogeneous, then a 0. Observe that
0 aa a  a  a, a a  a 2 a2 ;Ž .
thus a2 0. If r R is homogeneous, using the facts that a rU and
a2 0, we obtain
0 a a r  a ar  a, r ra   a, ar ar  a, r ra aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
22 2 a r 2 a, r ara  a, r ra  2 a, r ara.Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Since 2 a, r is invertible in F, ara 0, and so, aR a 0. Finally, if
r, s R are homogeneous then either r R , s R , or ras R . In all  
three of these cases arasa 0, which implies that aRaRa 0. As a result,
RaR is a nilpotent graded ideal of the graded-semiprime ring R; thus
a 0.
We continue with
LEMMA 2.4. Let  : GG F be a cocycle. Then
 gh , k  g , k  h , kŽ . Ž . Ž .
  ,
 k , gh  k , g  k , hŽ . Ž . Ž .
for all g, h, kG.
Proof. Let g, h, kG; since  is a cocycle and G is abelian, we have
 gh , k  g , hk  h , k  g , hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 
 k , gh  g , h  kg , h  k , gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 gh , k  h , kŽ . Ž .
 
 gk , h  k , gŽ . Ž .
 g , hk  g , k  h , k  g , k  h , kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
   .
 g , kh  k , h  k , g  k , g  k , hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
LEMMA 2.5. If  is a cocycle and if we define  : GG F as
 g , h  g , hŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . g, h  when g or h belongs to G and  g, h 	 when h , g  h , gŽ . Ž .
g, hG , then  is a bicharacter.	
Ž . Ž .	1Proof. Let g, h, kG; it is clear that  g, h   h, g . Therefore
Ž . Ž . Ž .it suffices to show that  gh, k   g, k  h, k . Observe that
 gh , k  g , kŽ . Ž .
 gh , k  ,  g , k  ,Ž . Ž .
 k , gh  k , gŽ . Ž .
1Ž .
 h , kŽ .
 h , k  .Ž .
 k , hŽ .
Ž .If at least two of g, h, k belong to G , then all of the signs in 1 are plus
signs and the result follows immediately from Lemma 2.4. On the other
hand, if at least two of g, h, k belong to G , then either two of the signs in	
Ž . Ž .1 are negative signs or all of the signs in 1 are plus signs and the result
again follows from Lemma 2.4.
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The connection between  and  in the previous lemma is an important
one, and we formalize it in
DEFINITION 2.6. If  : GG F is a cocycle and  : GG F is a
Ž .bicharacter, then we say that  and  are color compatible if  g, h
 g , h  g , hŽ . Ž .Ž . when g or h belongs to G and  g, h 	 when h , g  h , gŽ . Ž .
g, hG .	
Note that if E is any field extension of F, then, without loss of
generality, we may consider any cocycle or bicharacter with values in F as
a cocycle or bicharacter with values in E. Observe that if R is graded-sim-
Ž .ple then Z , the identity component of Z , is a central subfield of R. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let U be a proper -Jordan ideal of a graded-simple
algebra R. Then
Ž .a UU 0;
Ž .b U R ;	
Ž .c for eery gG, there is an inertible g R such that R  R g ;g g 1
Ž .d R is a central subfield of R and there is a cocycle  : GG R1 1
which is color compatible with  such that R is the twisted group algebra
Ž .R G.1 
Proof. Since R is graded-simple, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that if U
is a proper -Jordan ideal of R then UU 0 and U  0. Therefore the
Ž .proof of part a is complete and we also know that UU  R .	 	
If 0 uU and r R are homogeneous, then u rU , which	 	 
implies that
0 u r ur  u , r ru.Ž .
Thus
2 ur	 u , r ru.Ž . Ž .
Observe that R R 
 R is a graded ideal of R, hence R R R 
 R	 	 	 	 	 	
Ž .and R  R R . By 2 , uR  R u; however, since R  R R , we also 	 	 	 	  	 	
see that uR Ru. As a result, uR Ru is a nonzero graded ideal of R;
hence uR R and u is invertible.
Let t R , for some gG ; since R  R R it follows thatg   	 	
t r s ,Ý i i
where r , s  R . If, for some i, r  R then s  R 	1 . Now if u R ,i i 	 i h i g h k
Ž .where kG , using 2 we have	
u r s 	 k , h r us   k , h  k , gh	1 r s u  k , g r s u.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i i i i i
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As a result,
3 ut  k , g tu ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .and so, U R  R U . However, u tU , and, by 3 , we have	   	 	
u t ut  k , g tu 2ut .Ž .
Thus 2U R U , which easily implies that U R  R U U .	  	 	   	 	
Consider R U 
U ; since U R  R U U we see that R U 
	 	 	 	   	 	 	 	
U is a nonzero graded ideal of R. Thus R R U 
U , and so	 	 	 	
Ž .R U , thereby concluding the proof of part b . Furthermore, since	 	
Ž .U  R , we can use 3 to show that if t 0 then t is invertible in the	 	
Ž .same way that we used 2 to show that nonzero homogeneous elements of
R are invertible. Thus all nonzero homogeneous elements of R are	
invertible.
In light of the above, supp R is closed under inverses. Since G is
generated by supp R, for every gG, there exist g , g , . . . , g  supp R1 2 n
such that g g g  g . For each g , let r be an invertible element of1 2 n i i
R . Then r r  r is an invertible element of R , and thus g supp R.g 1 2 n gi
Hence G supp R.
Ž .Note that 3 also implies that the homogeneous elements of R
-commute with U . Since U generates all of R, it follows that R	 	 
Ž .-commutes with all of R, and thus R  Z . Hence R  Z , and so R  1  1 1
is a central subfield of R.
Let gG and 0 s R ; therefore s	1  R 	1 . Thus if r R , theng g g
rs	1  R , which implies that r R s. Hence R  R s. As a result, for1 1 g 1
every gG, there is some invertible g R such that R  R g. Thisg g 1
Ž .concludes the proof of part c .
Finally, if g, hG then gh, hg R . Therefore there exist nonzerog h
Ž . Ž . g, h ,  h, g  R such that1
gh  g , h gh and hg  h , g hg.Ž . Ž .
Since R is associative,  is a cocycle and R is the twisted group algebra
Ž .R G. Furthermore, G is abelian, and thus gh hg, and so,1 
	1 	1
 g , h gh  h , g hg .Ž . Ž .
Therefore
 g , hŽ .
4 gh hg .Ž .
 h , gŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .On the other hand, 2 and 3 imply that gh	 g, h hg when
Ž .g, hG and gh  g, h hg when g or h belongs to G . Combining	 
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Ž .this with 4 , we see that the cocycle  is color compatible with the
Ž .bicharacter  , thereby proving part d .
We can now prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.8. If R is a graded-simple algebra then R is a simple Jordan
color algebra except for the special case where R is the twisted group algebra
F G. In this special case, R is the unique proper -Jordan ideal of R, 	
R R  0, and the cocycle  and the bicharacter  are color compatible.	 	
Ž . Ž .Proof. By parts a and b of Proposition 2.7, if R is not a simple
Jordan color algebra then R is the unique proper -Jordan ideal of R	
Ž . Ž .and R R  0. Parts c and d of Proposition 2.7 assert that this	 	
special case only occurs when R is the twisted group algebra F G, where
F R and the cocycle  is color compatible with  .1
Lemma 2.5 shows that, for any abelian group G with cocycle  , there
exists a bicharacter which is color compatible with  . Conversely, Bahturin
   and Montgomery BM, Theorem 2.3 extend a result of Scheunert S , as
they show that for any abelian group G with bicharacter  , there exists a
cocycle which is color compatible with  .
In light of the BahturinMontgomery result, we can conclude this
section by observing that, for any abelian group G with bicharacter  , the
special case described in Theorem 2.8 does indeed occur. If F is any field
and if  : GG F is a bicharacter, then we can let  be a cocycle
color compatible with  . Then F G is a proper -Jordan ideal of the 	
graded-simple algebra F G because, for any g, hG , we have 	
 g , hŽ .
gh gh  g , h hg gh	 hgŽ .
 h , gŽ .
	1 	1  g , h  g , h gh	  h , g hg   g , h gh	 hg  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
We record this as
EXAMPLE 2.9. If G is an abelian group with bicharacter  : GG F,
let  be a cocycle which is color compatible with  . Then the twisted
group algebra F G is a graded-simple algebra such that F G , the span of  	
the elements of G , is the unique -Jordan ideal of F G.	 
3. THE JORDAN COLOR STRUCTURE OF STHE
FIRST STEPS
In this section, we begin our study of the Jordan color structure S. For
the remainder of this paper, recall that R is an associative graded algebra
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  4with color involution . The symmetry elements S s R  s  s ,
  4whereas the skew symmetric elements K k R  k 	k . We should
point out that the results we obtain in this section, with the exception of
Theorem 3.8, do not require that R be graded-simple.
Ž .      LEMMA 3.1. a S, S  K , K , K  K , and S, K  S.
Ž .b SS S, KK S, and SK K.
Ž .Proof. If s, t S and k, l K are homogeneous, part a follows by
observing that
     s, t  st	  s, t ts   s, t t s 	  t , s  s, t s tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 	 st	  s, t ts 	 s, t ,Ž .Ž .
     k , l  kl	  k , l lk   k , l l k 	  l , k  k , l k lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 	 kl	  k , l lk 	 k , l ,Ž .Ž .
and
     s, k  sk	  s, k ks   s, k k s 	  k , s  s, k s kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
  sk	  s, k ks s, k .Ž .
Ž .Similarly, for part b note that
    s t  st  s, t ts   s, t t s   t , s  s, t s tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 st  s, t ts s t ,Ž .
    k l  kl  k , l lk   k , l l k   l , k  k , l k lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 kl  k , l lk k l ,Ž .
and
    sk  sk  s, k ks   s, k k s   k , s  s, k s kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
	 sk  s, k ks 	sk .Ž .Ž .
We proceed with the rather technical but very useful
LEMMA 3.2. Let uU , s S, k K be homogeneous; then
Ž . 2 4a u , u U ;
Ž .  2   4 b u , k , u , k U;
Ž . 2 2c u su U.
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Proof. Since u  U , we have uu  U and uu  u  u  
Ž . 2 2 u, u u  u 2u . However, 2 is invertible in F, and thus u U .
4 Ž .Repeating this argument shows that u U , proving part a .
Ž .    By Lemma 3.1 a , u, k  S, and so, u, k uU. However,
 u , k u uk	  u , k ku uŽ .Ž .
 uku	  u , k ku2  uk , u u2 k	  uk , u  u , k ukuŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1	  u , u uku  k , u u2 k	  u2 , k ku2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 2   k , u u , k .Ž .
 2  Ž . 2Thus u , k U. In light of part a , we can replace u by u to obtain
 4  Ž .u , k U, thereby proving part b .
Ž . 2 4 Ž 2 . 2 4By part a , u , u U ; therefore u  s u U and u  sU.
However,
u2 s u2	  s, u2 u4 sŽ . Ž .
 u2s  u2 , s su2 u2	  s, u2 u4s  u4 , s su4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 u2su2  u2 , s su4  u2s, u2 u4sŽ . Ž .Ž
 u2s, u2  u2 , s u2su2 	  s, u2 u4s  u2 , s su4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .
 2u2su2 .
2 2 Ž .Thus u su U, proving part c .
The next two lemmas provide us with several extremely important
identities.
LEMMA 3.3. If x, y, z R are homogeneous, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .a x z  y x z y 	  x, z z x y  2 xzy  x, z
Ž . Ž . . x, y  z, y yzx ,
1 1Ž .   Ž .  Ž . b x z, y   z, y x, y  z	  x, z z, x y  xzy	2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . x, z  x, y  z, y yzx.
Proof. Direct computations show that
x z  y xz  x , z zx  yŽ . Ž .Ž .
 xzy  x , z zxy  xz , y yxz  xz , y  x , z yzx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x z y  x zy  z , y yzŽ . Ž .Ž .
 xzy  z , y xyz  x , zy zyx  x , zy  z , y yzx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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and
z x y  z xy  x , y yxŽ . Ž .Ž .
 zxy  x , y zyx  z , xy xyz  z , xy  x , y yxz.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Combining these three sets of equations results in
x z  y x z y 	  x , z z x yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 2 xzy  x , z  x , y  z , y yzx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .proving part a .
Ž .For part b , observe that
 x z , y  x zy	  z , y yzŽ .Ž .
 xzy	  z , y xyz  x , zy zyx	  x , zy  z , y yzx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 x , y  z xy	  x , y yx  zŽ .Ž .
 xyz	  x , y yxz  xy , z zxy	  xy , z  x , y zyx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
 z , x y  z , xy  x , y yxŽ .
 zxy  x , y zyx	  z , xy xyz	  z , xy  x , y yxz.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Combining these three sets of equations results in
1 1     x z , y   z , y x , y  z	  x , z z , x yŽ . Ž .2 2
 xzy	  x , z  x , y  z , y yzx.Ž . Ž . Ž .
LEMMA 3.4. If uU and x, y R are homogeneous where either
x, y S or x, y K , then
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 x , u  y , u 	 xu y xu y u   x , u u x y uŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .
2 4 4	 y , u xu y xu y .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Proof. If we examine the first summand on the left-hand side of the
equation, we obtain
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 x , u  y , u  xu 	  x , u u x  yu 	  y , u u yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 xu2 yu2	  x , u2 u2 xyu2	  y , u2 xu4 yŽ . Ž .
  x , u2  y , u2 u2 xu2 yŽ . Ž .
  xu2 , yu2 yu2 xu2	  x , u2 yu4 xŽ .Ž . Ž
	 y , u2 u2 yxu2  x , u2  y , u2 u2 yu2 xŽ .Ž . Ž . .
 xu2 yu2	  x , u2 u2 xyu2	  y , u2 xu4 yŽ . Ž .
  xy , u2 u2 xu2 y  x , y  x , u2  u2 , y yu2 xu2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
	  x , y  x , u4  u2 , y yu4 xŽ . Ž . Ž .
	  x , y  x , u2 u2 yxu2  x , y  x , u4 u2 yu2 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
For the second summand on the left-hand side, since either x, y S or
x, y K , we have
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2xu y xu y u  xu y  x , u  x , y  u , y yu x uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 xu2 yu2  x , u2  x , y  u2 , y yu2 xu2Ž . Ž . Ž .
  xu2 y , u2 u2 xu2 yŽ .
  xu2 y , u2  x , u2  x , y  u2 , y u2 yu2 x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Examining the third summand on the left-hand side, we have
u2 x y u2 u2 xy  x , y yx u2 u2 xyu2  x , y u2 yxu2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
If we combine the three sets of equations above and use the fact that
either x, y S or x, y K , we see that the left-hand side of the equation
is equal to
	 y , u2 xu4 y	  x , y  x , u4  u2 , y yu4 xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
	 y , u2 xu4 y  x , u4  x , y  u4 , y yu4 xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 4 4	 y , u xu y xu y .Ž . Ž .Ž .
As was the case for Theorem 2.2, the following result holds for all
graded algebras and does not require that R have a unit element.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a graded algebra with color inolution and let U
Ž 4 .be an -Jordan ideal of S. If uU is homogeneous then T Ru R U. In
particular, if there exists some homogeneous uU such that u4  0, then
Ž .U contains T I , for some nonzero graded ideal of R.
Proof. Let uU be such that u4  0 and let I Ru4R be the ideal
generated by u4. Since R S K , every r I is a sum of elements of the
form u4, u4 , wu4, and xu4 y, where x, y,  , w are homogeneous elements
in S K. Therefore it suffices to show that
   4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4u  u , u   u  , wu  wu , xu y xu y U,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all homogeneous x, y,  , w S K.
Ž . 4 Ž 4. 4First note that Lemma 3.2 a implies that u  u  2u U. Next
observe that if   S, then
 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4u   u   u    u ,   u  u    u ,  u  u  U.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .On the other hand, if   K , then Lemma 3.2 b implies that
 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4u   u   u    u ,   u  u  	  u ,  uŽ . Ž . Ž .
 4  u ,  U.
4 Ž 4.Using arguments almost identical to those above, wu  wu U,
4 Ž 4. 4for if w S we have wu  wu  wu U, whereas if w K we
4 Ž 4.  4 have wu  wu  w, u U.
4 Ž 4 .As a result, it now suffices to show that xu y xu y U, for all
homogeneous x, y S K. To accomplish this, we will need to consider
the following four cases: x, y S; x S and y K ; x K and y S;
and x, y K.
For the first case, observe that
xu4  y SU SU,Ž . Ž .
x u4 y  S US U,Ž .Ž .
u4 x y U SS U.Ž . Ž .
4 Ž .Letting z u in Lemma 3.3 a , we see that
1 2 xu4 y  x , u4  x , y  u4 , y yu4 x U.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
However, since x, y S, we have
4 4 4 4xu y   x , u  x , y  u , y yu x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
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Ž . 4 Ž 4 .Combining this last fact with 1 immediately implies that xu y xu y
U, as desired.
Ž .In the second case, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 b reveal that
4 4 x u , y  S u , K  SUU,
  4  x , y u  S, K U SUU,
4 4 4   u , x y  u , SK  u , K U.
4 Ž .Now, if we let z u in Lemma 3.3 b , we see that
2 xu4 y	  x , u4 , y  x , y  u4 , y yu4 xU.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
However, since x S and y K , we have
4 4 4 4xu y 	 x , u  x , y  u , y yu x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . 4 Ž 4 .Substituting this equation into 2 again shows that xu y xu y U.
For the third case, since x K and y S, we have
4 4xu y xu yŽ .
 xu4 y	  x , u4  x , y  u4 , y yu4 xŽ . Ž . Ž .
	 x , u4  x , y  u4 , y yu4 x	  y , u4  y , x  u4 , x xu4 yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
4 4 4 4	 x , u  x , y  u , y yu x yu x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
4 Ž 4 .However, by the previous case, yu x yu x U. Therefore, we once
4 Ž 4 .again obtain the result that xu y xu y U.
 2 In the fourth and final case, we begin by noting that x, u 
Ž 2 . 2   2  Ž 2 . 2 	 x, u u , x and y, u 	 y, u u , y . In light of this, Lemma
Ž . Ž .3.1 and Lemma 3.2 b , c imply that
2 2 2 2     x , u  y , u  u , K  u , K UUU,
2 4 2xu y xu y u  SUU,Ž .Ž .
u2 x y u2 u2 KK u2 u2Su2U.Ž . Ž .
4 Ž 4 .Lemma 3.4 now immediately implies that xu y xu y U.
Since u4  0, I is a nonzero graded ideal of R such that r rU, for
all r I, thereby concluding the proof.
Ž .The graded Jacobson radical of R, denoted as J R , is the intersectionG
of all of the maximal graded right ideal of R. More details on the
Ž .  properties of J R can be found in P .G
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Ž .LEMMA 3.6. If J R  0 and if T is a nonzero graded right ideal of R,G
then the right ideal T  T R of R is not nil.1 1 1
Proof. We first need to show that if M is a maximal graded right ideal
of R then M is a maximal right ideal of R . To this end, let N be a1 1 1
proper right ideal of R which contains M . Therefore1 1
MN R M N N  R .Ž .1 1 1 1 11
It now follows that MN R R, and the maximality of M implies that1
N RM. As a result, N M , and, indeed, M is a maximal right ideal1 1 1 1
of R .1
By way of contradiction, now suppose R contains a graded right ideal
Ž .T 0 such that T is nil. Since J R is the intersection of the maximal1 G
graded right ideals of R, there exists a maximal graded right ideal M such
that TM. Thus TM R. Furthermore, since T is nil, it is contained1
in every maximal right ideal of R . However, M is a maximal right ideal1 1
of R ; thus T M .1 1 1
Now observe that
R  TM  T M M .Ž . 11 1 1 1
Thus 1 R M , which yields the contradiction M R. Hence T 0,1 1
and the intersection of any nonzero graded right ideal of R with R is not1
nil.
We continue with
LEMMA 3.7. Let U be an -Jordan ideal of S such that u4 0, for all
Ž .homogeneous uU . If J R  0 then U  0. G 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for all gG , U  0. Let r R be g 
homogeneous; then there exists some gG such that r s k, where
s S , k K . We know that u2 sU S U . In addition, Lemmag g   
Ž .  2  Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .3.2 b implies that u , k U . Since  u , r   u , s   u , k , we
have
2 2 2 2 2 2u r  u , r r u  u s k   u , r s k uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 u2s  u2 , s su2  u2 k	  u2 , k ku2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2  2  u  s u , k U .
2 Ž 2 .  2 Ž 2 Ž 2 .  2 .4Since u r  u , r r u U , we have u r  u , r r u  0, which
results in
4 42 2 2 2 2 20 u r  u , r r u u  u r u .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž 2 .5 2Thus u r  0, and so u R is a nil graded right ideal of R . Therefore 
2 Ž 2 . 2 Ž 2 .u R is a graded ideal of R and u R  u R . As a result, u R is nil1  1
and Lemma 3.6 implies that u2 0.
Since u2 0, for all uU , if u , u U we have 1 2 1
2 2 20 u  u  u  u u  u u  u  u u  u u  u u .Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
This immediately implies that U U  0.1 1
Now if u U and s  S , we have1 1 1 1
0 u  u  s  u u s  s u  u s  s u u  2u s u .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Thus u S u  0.1 1 1
Ž .   If u U and k  K , then k u k  k u k  k u k . Therefore1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
k u k  S , and the result above shows that u k u k u  0. If r  R1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
then r  s  k , where s  S and k  K , and we now have1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2u r u  u s  k u s  k u  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Thus u R is a graded right ideal of R whose intersection with R is nil. By1 1
Lemma 3.6, u  0, and so U  0.1 1
Finally, suppose uU U , for some gG . If s S 	1 theng   g
u2 0 and u sU  0, which combine to imply that1
0 u s u us su u usu.Ž . Ž .
Thus uS 	1 u 0. Using the same argument as above, if k K 	1 theng g
kuk S 	1 and ukuku 0. As before, if r R 	1 then ururu 0, and sog g
Ž .	1 	1uR is a nil right ideal of R . Since uR  uR , applying Lemma 3.6g 1 g 1
yields that uR 0, and thus u 0. Therefore U  0, for all gG ,g 
concluding the proof.
We can now prove the main result of this section. It shows that to
determine when S is a simple Jordan color algebra, we will need to study
the situation where U  0.
THEOREM 3.8. If R is a graded-simple algebra with color inolution and U
is an -Jordan ideal of S such that U  0, then U S.
Ž .Proof. Since R is graded-simple with unit, it is clear that J R  0.G
Therefore Lemma 3.7 implies that if U  0, then u4  0, for some
homogeneous uU . Since R is graded-simple, it now follows that
4 Ž . Ž 4 .R Ru R. Applying Theorem 3.5, we see that T R  T Ru R U.
 4However, S r r  r R , and thus U S, concluding the proof.
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4. THE THREE SPECIAL CASES WHERE U  0
In light of Theorem 3.8, to determine when S is a simple Jordan color
algebra, we will need to investigate the situation where U  0. To do so,
Ž . 2 Ž .we must consider the following three cases: 1 Z  S and S  Z , 2   
Ž . 2Z  S , and 3 Z  S and S  Z .     
In examining these three cases we will always be assuming, unless stated
otherwise, that R is graded-simple with unit and U is an -Jordan ideal of
S such that U  0. If A is a graded subspace of R, we let An denote the
span of all elements of the form a a  a , where the a are all homoge-1 2 n i
neous elements of A. Note that the product a a  a is the ordinary1 2 n
associative product.
First Special Case. Z  S and S2  Z .   
LEMMA 4.1. If a, b, c R are homogeneous, then
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž .a a, bc  ab c	  a, b b ac ,
Ž .     Ž .  b a, bc  a, b c  a, b b a, c .
Ž .Proof. For part a , a direct calculation shows that
ab c	  a, b b acŽ . Ž . Ž .
 ab  a, b ba c	  a, b b ac  a, c caŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
  abc	  a, bc bca a, bc .Ž .
Ž .Similarly, for part b , we have
   a, b c  a, b b a, cŽ .
 ab	  a, b ba c  a, b b ac	  a, c caŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
  abc	  a, bc bca a, bc .Ž .
The next lemma indicates that the Lie color structure of R will come
into play.
LEMMA 4.2. If R is a graded algebra with color inolution, then S2 is an
-Lie ideal of R.
 2  2Proof. Since R S K , it suffices to show that S, S  S and
 2  2 Ž .K , S  S . Using part a of Lemma 4.1, we have
 2  2S, S  SS S S SS  S .Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Similarly, using part b of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.1 a , we have
 2      2K , S  K , S S S K , S  S .
Next we need the following technical
LEMMA 4.3. If U  0, then
Ž .  a U, S S  0,	 	
Ž .  b U, S S  S S , 	 	 	
Ž .  c U, S S  S S ,	  	 	
Ž .  d U, S S  S S  S S ,  	   	
Ž .    2 e U, U, U, S  0,
Ž .      4 f U, U, U, U, U, S  0.
Ž .Proof. Since US U  0, we can apply Lemma 4.1 a to obtain	 
 U, S S  US S  S US U S  S U  0,Ž . Ž .	 	 	 	 	 	  	 	 
Ž . Ž . Ž .thereby proving part a . In an almost identical manner, parts b , c , and
Ž . Ž .d also follow directly from Lemma 4.1 a and the fact that US U 	 
Ž . Ž . Ž .0. For part e , first observe that parts a  d combine to say that
 2 U, S  S S  S S  S S .	 	 	   	
Ž . Ž .Therefore, another application of parts a  c results in
2   U, U, S  U, S S  S S  S S  S S .	 	 	   	 	 	
Ž .Thus an additional application of part a tells us that
2   U, U, U, S  U, S S  0,	 	
Ž .as desired. Finally, for part f , note that
4 2 2   U, U, U, U, U, S  U, U, U, U, U, S S
2 2    R U, U, U, S  U, U, U, S R .
Ž .Our result now follows by applying part e .
 In M, Lemma 2.4 , it is shown that if W is a Lie color ideal of a
 graded-simple associative algebra then either R, R W or W  Z and 
2 w  0, for all homogeneous wW . The argument used in M, Lemma	
   22.1 also shows that when R, R W, we also have RWW . In our
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situation, S2 is a Lie color ideal and S2  Z . Therefore, applying the 
  2 4results in M , we see that R S  S . However, since 1 S, it follows
that S2 S4, and thus R S4. The next two lemmas will make strong use
of the fact that R S4.
Ž .n nLemma 4.4. RU  RU , for any positie integer n.
Proof. If uU and s S are homogeneous then
us	 u , s su u s SUU.Ž .
Therefore US SUU, and, in a similar manner, we see that SUUS
U. In the presence of a unit element, these statements simplify into
SUUS.
Since we are in the special case that R S4, the result above now
implies that RUUR. We can now conclude the proof with an induction
Ž .n nargument. The n 1 case is clear. Therefore, assuming that RU  RU ,
we now have
nn1 n n nRU  RU RU  RU RU  R UR U  R RU UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 RU n1 ,
concluding the proof.
LEMMA 4.5. If uU is homogeneous, then u2 0.	
Ž .Proof. If uU and s S are homogeneous, then us  u, s su	 	
Ž . 2 u sU  0. Therefore us	 u, s su, and it follows that u s
Ž 2 . 2 2 u , s su . Thus u -commutes with S .	
Now, if uU and s S are homogeneous, then u sU . There-	  	
Ž . Ž .fore u u s U  0, which, combined with the fact that  u, u 	1,
implies that
0 u u s  u us  u , s su   u , us us  u , s su uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 u2s	  u2 , s su2 .Ž .
Thus u2 also -commutes with S .
In light of the two arguments above, u2 -commutes with all of S.
However, R S4, and so u2 -commutes with all of R and is therefore an
element of Z . Since, in this particular case, Z  S , it follows that  
u2 S .
On the other hand, if uU is homogeneous, then	
  2 2u   u , u u u 	u .Ž . Ž .
Thus u2 K . Combining this fact with our work above, we see that
2u  S  K  0, concluding the proof. 
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The following proposition essentially settles the special case where
Z  S and S2  Z .   
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let R be a graded-simple algebra with color inolution;
if U is an -Jordan ideal of S where U  0, Z  S , and S2  Z , then    
U 0.
Proof. We begin by noting that since UU  U  0, u u  1 2
Ž .	 u , u u u , for all homogeneous u , u U . Furthermore, Lemma1 2 2 1 1 2 	
4.5 tells us that u2 0, for all homogeneous uU .	
4 Ž .Since, in our special case, R S , we can apply Lemma 4.3 f to see
that
 U, U, U, U, U, R  0.
Therefore, if u , u , u , u , u U and r R are homogeneous,1 2 3 4 5 	
 u , u , u , u , u , r  0.1 2 3 4 5
However, each u is of square zero, and the u ’s -anticommute; thus wei i
obtain
 0 u , u , u , u , u , r u u u u u  u u u u u ru u u u u .1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Therefore u u u u u R is a graded nil right ideal of R and Lemma 3.61 2 3 4 5
implies that u u u u u R 0. Thus U 5 0, and by Lemma 4.4 we have1 2 3 4 5
Ž .5 5RU  RU  0. Therefore RUR is a graded nilpotent ideal of R; hence
U 0, as desired.
Combining Theorem 3.8 with Proposition 4.6, we obtain
THEOREM 4.7. If R is a graded-simple algebra with color inolution such
that Z  S and S2  Z , then S is a simple Jordan color algebra.   
Second Special Case. Z  S 
Our goal, in this case, is to show that if S is not a simple Jordan color
algebra then we are in the special situation R F G described in Theo-
rem 2.8.
LEMMA 4.8. Z  R , and there exists some nonzero, homogeneous c 
Z  K . 
Proof. If a Z is homogeneous, then certainly Ra aR. Now, if
Ž .a Z , we have 	
aa  a, a aa	aa,Ž .
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2 Ž .2 2and so a  0. In this case, RaR  Ra R 0; therefore RaR is a
nilpotent graded ideal of R. Thus a 0, which implies that Z  R . 
Ž . Ž .If b Z and r R are homogeneous, then br  b, r rb. Thus br
Ž .Ž .  b, r rb , which yields
 b , r rb  b , r  r , b b r b r .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Note that b and b belong to the same homogeneous component of R, as
do r and r. Therefore
b r  b , r rb ,Ž .
and hence b Z .
Since Z  S , there exists some homogeneous b Z such that b  
S . If we now let c b	 b , then c is a nonzero, homogeneous element
in Z  K . 
We now exploit the existence of nonzero elements in Z  K . 
LEMMA 4.9. If 0 c Z  K is homogeneous, then S cK and 
K cS.
Proof. If r R is homogeneous, then
     cr   c, r r c 	 c, r r c	 c, r  r , c cr .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž  . Ž . Ž . Since  r , c   r, c , we have cr 	cr . Therefore, if r S we
have cr K , whereas if r K we have cr S. Thus cS K and cK S.
Since Rc cR is a nonzero graded ideal of R, Rc R, and so c is
Ž .invertible. If r R is homogeneous, then cr  c, r rc. Multiplying both
sides of this expression by c	1 yields
rc	1   c, r c	1 r .Ž .
Ž 	1 . Ž .	1 	1 Ž 	1 . 	1However,  c , r   c, r , which implies that c r  c , r rc .
Thus c	1  Z .
Also note that
  	1	1 	1 	1 	1 	11 cc  cc   c, c c c 	 c, c c cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
	1	 c c.Ž .
Ž 	1 . 	1 	1This implies that c 	c , and thus c  Z  K . 
Since c	1 is also a nonzero, homogeneous element of Z  K , the 
	1 	1 Ž 	1 .argument above implies that c S K and c K S. Thus S c c S
Ž 	1 . cK and K c c K  cS. Combining this with our work above, we
now have S cK and K cS.
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We continue with
LEMMA 4.10. If a, b R and c Z  K are homogeneous, then 
Ž . Ž .a cab c ab ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b acb  a, c c ab ,
Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .c cacb  c, a ac b .
Ž .Proof. To prove part a , we observe that
cab cab  ca, b bca cab  ca, b  b , c cbaŽ . Ž . Ž .
 c ab  a, b ba  c ab .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Similarly, for part b , we have
acb acb  a, cb cba  a, c cab  a, cb cbaŽ . Ž . Ž .
  a, c c ab  a, b ba   a, c c ab .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, to prove part c , we use parts a and b to obtain
cacb c acb   c, a  a, c c acb   c, a ac cbŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
  c, a ac2 b .Ž . Ž .
We now use the element c to produce an -Jordan ideal of R.
LEMMA 4.11. U cU is an -Jordan ideal of R.
Ž .Proof. Since R S K , it suffices to show that U cU SU
Ž . Ž .cU and U cU KU cU. By Lemma 4.10 a , we have
U cU SUS cUSUS c US U cU.Ž . Ž .
Lemma 4.9 asserts that c2S S and cS K. These facts, combined with
Ž . Ž .Lemma 4.10 b and c , tell us that
U cU K U cU cSUcS cUcSŽ . Ž .
 c US  Uc2S  cUUSU cU,Ž . Ž .
concluding the proof.
We can now settle the case where Z  S . 
THEOREM 4.12. Let R be a graded-simple algebra with color inolution
such that Z  S . If U is a proper -Jordan ideal of S then U S .  	
Furthermore, we are in the special case where R is the twisted group algebra
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F G, R is the unique proper -Jordan ideal of R, R R  0, and the 	 	 	
cocycle  and the bicharacter  are color compatible.
Proof. By Lemma 4.11, there exists a nonzero, homogeneous c Z 
K such that U cU is an -Jordan ideal of R. Recall that, by Theorem
3.8, U  0. If we combine this with the fact that c R , it follows that 
U cU R . Theorem 2.8 now asserts that since U cU R, then it	
must be the case that R is the twisted group algebra F G, R is the 	
unique proper -Jordan ideal of R, R R  0, and the cocycle  and	 	
the bicharacter  are color compatible.
Finally, recall that U S , cU K , U cU R , and R  S 
 K .	 	 	 	 	 	
Combining these facts, we see that U S , concluding the proof.	
In Section 5, we will show that the special case described in Theorem
4.12 does indeed occur. In particular, we will describe those groups G for
which F G has an F-linear color involution  such that Z  S .  
Third Special Case. Z  S and S2  Z .   
In this case, we will show that if S is not a simple Jordan color algebra,
then R must have a very special structure, and we will be able to
completely describe the action of  on R. Observe that if U is a proper
ideal of S, then the fact that 0UU immediately implies that	
R  0. Note that since 1 S, it follows in this case that Z  S  S2 .	   
LEMMA 4.13. S S  0.	 	
Ž 2 . Ž .Ž  .2 2Proof. If a S is homogeneous, then a   a, a a 	a ,	
and thus a2 K . On the other hand, a2 S2  S ; therefore a2 S   
 K  0.
Now, if a, b S are homogeneous, then ab S2  Z . Since nonzero,	  
homogeneous elements of Z are invertible, ab is either zero or invertible.
2 2 Ž .However, the fact that a  0 implies that 0 a b a ab . Thus ab 0.
We now proceed to prove a series of lemmas which will allow us to
eventually decompose R in a very special way.
LEMMA 4.14. For eery nonzero, homogeneous u S there exist some	
k K such that uk ku 1.	
Proof. Let u S ; if r S then ru S S  S , and Lemma	   	 	
4.13 implies that
0 u ru  u ru  r , u ur  uru.Ž . Ž .Ž .
   Similarly, if r K then r, u  K , S  S , and Lemma 4.13 implies  	 	
that
 0 u r , u  u ru	  u , r ur  uru.Ž .Ž .
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Thus uR u 0. Since it is certainly the case that uS u 0, we now have 	
uRu u R  S  K u uK u.Ž . 	 	 	
Since R is graded-simple and u 0, we have 0 uRu uK u. There-	
fore there exists some nonzero, homogeneous x K such that uxu 0.	
Note that
 uxu u xu	  x , u ux  u x , u ,Ž .Ž .
       and thus x, u  0. However, x, u  K , S  S  Z , and thus x, u	 	  
is invertible. Therefore there exists some homogeneous y Z such that
 1 y x , u  yxu	  x , u yux.Ž .
Since y R , it follows that uyu uR u 0, and multiplying the above 
equation on the left by u yields u uyxu.
If we let k yx then u uku, and, since y Z , we have
  k  yx   y , x x y 	 y , x xy	 y , x  x , y yxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
	yx	k .
Thus k K .	
Let e uk; clearly e is an idempotent as
e2 uk uk  uku k uk e.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since e is a homogeneous idempotent, it is clear that e R . Therefore, if1
gG such that u R then it follows that k R 	1 . As a result,g g
Ž . Ž .	1 u, k   u, u 	1, which implies that
  e  uk   u , k k u  ku.Ž . Ž .
 Ž  .2 Ž .Ž . Ž .Note that e is also an idempotent, as e  ku ku  k uku  ku
e. In addition,
ee uk ku  uR u 0 and ee ku uk  ku2 k 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Therefore e and e are orthogonal idempotents, and hence e e is also
an idempotent which belongs to R . However, all nonzero, homogeneous1
elements of Z are invertible and e e S  Z ; thus either e e 0  
or e e 1. On the other hand,
0 u u uk ku  u e e ;Ž . Ž .
 thus e e  0. As a result, 1 e e  uk ku, as desired.
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LEMMA 4.15. Z S  S , Z S  S , Z K  K , and Z K  K .    	 	     	 	
Proof. Let b Z and r R be homogeneous; then
     br   b , r r b   b , r r b  b , r  r , b br  br .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The above equation shows that Z S S and Z K K. Since Z  R , it   
is clear that Z R  R and Z R  R . The result now follows easily.    	 	
The proof of the following lemma will rely strongly on the dual color
involution defined in the Introduction.
LEMMA 4.16. K K  0.	 	
Proof. We first need to produce a nonzero, homogeneous element in
K of square zero. To this end, observe that	
   kuk   k , u  k , k  u , k k u k   k , k kuk	kuk.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus kuk K and	
2 2kuk  kuk kuk  k uk u k k uR u k 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence, if kuk 0, then kuk is the desired element. On the other hand, if
kuk 0 then multiplying the equation 1 uk ku on the left by k yields
k k uk ku  kuk k 2 u k 2 u.Ž .
In this case, the above equation implies that
22 2 2 2 2 2 2k  k u  k u k u  k uk u  k uR u  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Therefore, in this case, k is desired element.
In light of the above, we can now let t be a nonzero, homogeneous
element of K such that t 2 0, and we will examine the set V Z t.	 
Recall that the color involution  has a dual color involution  defined as
 Ž .x   x, x x , for all homogeneous x R. If S and K are, respectively,
the symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of R under , then
S S  K and K S  K . 	 	 
Lemma 4.15 now implies that V K  S  S.	 	
Our immediate goal is to show that V is an -Jordan ideal of S. To this
end, if s S and b Z , then 
sbt sbt  s, bt bts sbt  s, bt  t , s bst sb  s, b bs tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 sb t Z t V .Ž . e
Thus S V V.
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We now claim that K  t 0. To this end, suppose there is some	
homogeneous x K such that x t 0. Therefore x t K K  S	 	 	 
Ž . Z , and so x t is invertible. If b Z such that b x t  1, then 
1 b xt  x , t tx  bx t  x , t  b , t t bx  bx t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
In addition, since Z K  K , bx K . If we let y bx, then y K 	 	 	 	
and y t 1. Note that if gG that t R , then y R 	1 . Thereforeg g
Ž . Ž .	1 y, t   t, t 	1. As a result,
1 y t yt  y , t ty yt	 ty.Ž .
Since t 2 0, multiplying the equation above on the left by t yields t tyt,
whereas multiplying that equation on the right by t yields t	tyt.
Therefore we have arrived at the contradiction t	t; thus K  t 0.	
Now if r K and b Z , since r t 0, we have	 
rbt rbt  r , bt btr  r , b brt  r , bt btrŽ . Ž . Ž .
  r , b b rt  r , t tr   r , b b r t  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Thus K V 0; therefore it is indeed the case that SV V.	
The first case examined in this section does not apply to  because in
that case the symmetric elements are a simple Jordan color algebra, yet S
contains the proper -Jordan ideal V Z t. On the other hand, sincee
S  S , it follows that Z  S . Therefore, the second case discussed in   
this section also does not apply to the color involution .
Thus our present case must apply to , and we can use Lemma 4.13 to
assert that S S  0. However, since S  K , we have K K  0, as	 	 	 	 	 	
desired.
The next lemma summarizes several useful facts, some of which have
been proven earlier.
LEMMA 4.17. If a S and b K are homogeneous, then	 	
Ž .a aR a aS a 0 and aRa aK a, 	 	
Ž .b bR b bK b 0 and bRb bS b. 	 	
Ž .Proof. The proof of part a is contained in the proof of Lemma 4.14.
Ž . Ž .Part b follows from applying part a to the color involution , since
S  K and K  S .	 	 	 	
We can now decompose R in a special way.
Ž  .LEMMA 4.18. R can be decomposed as R Z 
 Z e	 e 
 Z u
  
Ž  .Z k, where S  Z , K  Z e	 e , S  Z u, and K  Z k.     	  	 
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Proof. The first step is to show that R  eR e eR e. Lemma  
4.17 implies that uR u kR k 0; thus 
eR e kuR uk 0 and eR e ukR ku 0.   
Therefore,
R  e e R e e  eR e eR e ,Ž . Ž .   
completing the first step in the proof.
If r R , then there exist s S , t K such that ere s t. Since  
Ž .    e, e  1, applying  to the previous equation yields e r e  s	 t.
Adding these two equations results in ere e re 2 s, and multiplying
on the right by e gives us
ere 2 se S e Z e. 
Thus eR e Z e. However, applying  to this equation immediately 
shows that eR e Z e. Therefore we now have 
R  eR e eR e Z e Z e Z  Z e	 e .Ž .      
If w R , then wu, wk R . Therefore the previous paragraph im-	 
plies that there exist  ,  ,  ,  Z such that
wu  e e and wk  e  e .
Since u2 k 2 0, multiplying the first of the above equations on the right
by k and the second in the right by u yields
wuk ek k and wku  eu  u.
These equations combine to give us
w w uk ku  wuk wku k  u Z u Z k .Ž .  
Hence R  Z u Z k.	  
Since e	 e K , it follows from Lemma 4.15 that
Z e	 e  K , Z u S , Z k K .Ž .   	  	
Ž  .However, having shown that R Z  Z e	 e  Z u Z k, the fact   
Ž  .that R S 
 K 
 S 
 K immediately implies that K  Z e	 e ,  	 	  
Ž .S  Z u, K  Z k, and R Z 
 Z e	 e 
 Z u
 Z k.	  	     
In this special case, we can now completely describe both the structure
of R and the action of . Recall that the lemmas in this section were
proved by using the assumption that R  0.	
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THEOREM 4.19. Let R be a graded-simple algebra with a color inolution
 such that Z  S , S2  Z , and R  0. Then R is isomorphic as an    	
Ž .algebra with color inolution to M Z , the 2 2 matrices oer Z , with the2  
symplectic color inolution.
Ž . Proof. Define the map 	 : RM Z as follows: if r  e  e 2 
u  k, where  ,  ,  ,  Z are homogeneous, then
  , u  	  , u Ž . Ž .
	 r  .Ž . ž /	 
In light of Lemma 4.18, we have the decomposition R Z e
 Z e
 
Z u
 Z k. Therefore it is clear that the map 	 is well defined, additive, 
and bijective.
To show that 	 is multiplicative, let
r ae de bu ck R and r AeDe Bu Ck R ,g g1 2
where a, b, c, d, A, B, C, D Z are homogeneous. Note that u R , for h
some hG . As a result, we have a, d R , A, D R , b R 	1 ,	 g g g h1 2 1
B R 	1 , c R , and C R . Although not needed in the proof, itg h g h g h2 1 2
is worth noting that g and g h have different parities, as do g and g h.1 1 2 2
Therefore, if r is homogeneous and if ae or de is nonzero, then
bu ck 0, and, conversely, if bu or ck is nonzero, then ae de 0.
Certainly the same situation holds regarding Ae, De , Bu, and Ck.
We now have
 g , h a 	 g h	1 , h bŽ . Ž .1 1	 r Ž . ž /	c d
and
 g , h A 	 g h	1 , h BŽ . Ž . 2 2	 r  .Ž . ž /	C D
Therefore
	 r 	 rŽ . Ž .
 g , h a 	 g h	1 , h b  g , h A 	 g h	1 , h BŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 ž / ž /	c d 	C D
 g g , h aA  g h	1 , h bC 	 g g h	1 , h aB	  g h	1 , h bDŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1 .
2 	1ž /	 g , h cA	 dC  g h , h cB dDŽ . Ž .2
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On the other hand,
rr ae de bu ck AeDe Bu CkŽ . Ž .
 aA  h , g h bC e  h	1 , g h	1 cB dD eŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
 aB  h , g bD u  h	1 , g cA dC k ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
which implies that
 g g , h aA  h , g h bC 	 g g h	1 , h aB  h , g bDŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 2 1 2 2	 rr  .Ž . 	1 2 	1 	1ž /	 h , g cA	 dC  h , g h cB dDŽ . Ž .2
Ž .Using the basic properties of bicharacters, along with the fact that  h, h
Ž . Ž . Ž  .	1, it is now easy to see that 	 rr  	 r 	 r .
Ž .Finally, it remains to show that R and M Z are not only isomorphic2 
as algebras but as algebras with color involution. To this end, let  denote
Ž .the symplectic color involution on M Z , as defined in Section 1.2 
Therefore, it suffices to show that if r  e  e u  k R, where
Ž  . Ž . ,  ,  ,  Z are homogeneous, then 	 r  	 r . We have
  , u  	  , u Ž . Ž . 	 r  	  e  e  u	  k Ž . Ž . ž /	 
and

   , u  	  , u Ž . Ž .   , u  	  , u Ž . Ž .
	 r   .Ž . ž /	 ž /	 
 Ž . Ž .Thus 	 r  	 r , as desired.
5. THE MAIN RESULT AND SOME EXAMPLES
We now prove the main result of this paper, which tells us when S is a
simple Jordan color algebra.
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a graded-simple algebra with color inolution.
Then S is a simple Jordan color algebra, except in the following two special
cases:
Ž .a R is a twisted group algebra F G, R is the unique proper -Jordan 	
ideal of R, R R  0, and the cocycle  and the bicharacter  are color	 	
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compatible. This case only occurs when Z  S , and, in this case, S is the  	
unique -Jordan ideal of S.
Ž . Ž .b R is isomorphic as an algebra with color inolution to M Z , the2 
2 2 matrices oer Z , with the symplectic color inolution. This case only
occurs when Z  S and S2  Z .   
Proof. Let U be a proper -Jordan ideal of S; by Theorem 3.8, it must
be the case that U  0. We then split the situation where U  0 into the 
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .following three cases: 1 Z  S and S  Z , 2 Z  S , and 3     
Z  S and S2  Z .   
These three cases are handled separately by Theorem 4.7, Theorem
4.12, and Theorem 4.19. Theorem 4.7 asserts that if Z  S and S2  Z ,   
then S must be a simple Jordan color algebra. On the other hand,
Theorem 4.12 states that if Z  S , then S is the unique proper  	
-Jordan ideal of S. Furthermore, R is a twisted group algebra F G, R is 	
the unique proper -Jordan ideal of R, R R  0, and the cocycle 	 	
and the bicharacter  are color compatible.
Finally, if S is not simple then Theorem 3.8 implies that R  0.	
Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.19, which tells us that if Z  S , 
S2  Z , and R  0 then R is isomorphic as an algebra with color  	
Ž .involution to M Z , the 2 2 matrices over Z , with the symplectic color2  
involution.
Ž .We will now investigate the special case described in part a of
Theorem 5.1. In particular, we determine necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the twisted group algebra F G to have an F-linear color involu-
tion  such that Z  S . 
LEMMA 5.2. The twisted group algebra F G has an F-linear color inolu-
tion , where  and  are color compatible, if and only if there exists a
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .function f : G 1 such that f gh   g, h f g f h , for all g, h0
Ž .G, and  is the bicharacter where  g, h 	1, when g, hG and0 0 	
Ž . g, h  1, when g or hG .0 
 Ž .Proof. If  is a homogeneous map on F G, then g  f g g, for some
f : G F. In addition, since g  g, it follows that if  is F-linear, then
Ž .2 Ž .  4f g  1, and thus f g  1 .
Observe that
 
gh   g , h gh   g , h f gh gh,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
whereas
  g , h h g   g , h f h f g hg  g , h f g f h  h , g hgŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
  g , h f g f h  h , g gh.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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  Ž . Ž .Certainly  is a color involution if and only if gh   g, h h g ,
Ž .for all g, hG. However, our calculations above show that gh 
 Ž . g, h h g if and only if
 g , h f gh   g , h f g f h  h , g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Since  and  are color compatible, we have  g , h 
Ž . Ž . Ž .	1 g, h  g, h  h, g , and therefore  is a color involution if and only0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .if f gh   g, h f g f h .0
We now show how to produce a class of examples where S is not a
simple Jordan color algebra as S is the unique proper -Jordan ideal	
of S.
PROPOSITION 5.3. The twisted group algebra F G has an F-linear color
inolution , where  and  are color compatible, if and only if G has
subgroup H such that GH is the cyclic group of order 4. Furthermore, in the
case where such a color inolution exists, it has the property that Z  S . 
Proof. In one direction, suppose H is a subgroup of G and aG
such that GH is cyclic of order 4 and the coset aH generates GH. Now
 4define the function f : G 1 as
f h  1, f a3h  1, f ah 	1, f a2 h 	1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all hH.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that f g g  e g , g f g f g , for all g , g G,1 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 2
where  is the bicharacter discussed in Lemma 5.2. Therefore, by Lemma0
 Ž .5.2, the F-linear map  defined as g  f g g is indeed a color involution
of F G. In addition, note that Z  F G , whereas S FH
 Fa3H and   
S  FH, and thus Z  S .  
In the other direction, suppose that  is a color involution and that f :
 4G 1 has the properties described in Lemma 5.2. If gG , then	
22f g   g , g f g f g 	f g 	1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
Ž .  4As a result, f G  1. Thus f : G  1 is a nontrivial homomorphism 
of groups. If we let H denote the kernel when f is restricted to G , then
H is clearly a subgroup of G such that GH has order 4. Finally, the
equation above shows that if gG then g 2H. Thus GH has	
elements of order greater than 2, and so GH must be cyclic of order 4.
It is worth noting that it is possible for F G to have a color involution 
which is not F-linear and to have the property that Z  S . In these 
situations, G need not satisfy the conditions in Proposition 5.3. To illus-
trate this, let G be the group algebra over the complex numbers where
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G contains a subgroup H such that GH is the noncyclic group of order
4. Let aG and bG be such that H, aH, bH, abH are the four 	
cosets in GH and let  be the bicharacter described in Lemma 5.2.0
Therefore,  is certainly color compatible with the trivial cocycle, and we0
are in the desired situation that G is the unique  -Jordan ideal of G.	 0
We now define the color involution  as
  
h  
  h , ah 	
  ah ,  bh  
  ibh,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

abh 	
  iabh,Ž . Ž .
for all  and hH, where 
 denotes complex conjugation. Then it
can be checked that  is a color involution, and it is clear that Z G , 
SH
 iaH
 1 i bH
 1	 i abH ,Ž . Ž .
and S H
 iaH. Therefore, we are again in the situation that
Z  S . 
We conclude this paper with an illustration of how one can produce new
color involutions of algebras given existing ones. Suppose that R is graded1
by the abelian group G and R is graded by the abelian group G . If 1 2 2 1
and  are bicharacters for G and G , respectively, then we can define a2 1 2
bicharacter  on the group G G as1 2
 g , g , h , h   g , h  g , h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
for all g , h G and g , h G .1 1 1 2 2 2
If  , are color involutions for R and R , respectively, then we can1 2 1 2
Ž .  1define a color involution  on the algebra R  R as r  r  r 1 2 1 2 1
r 2 , for all homogeneous r  R and r  R .2 1 1 2 2
If we are in the special case that G  and GG , then our2 
algebras are often referred to as Jordan superalgebras and  is often
 referred to as a superinvolution. This situation is studied in G by
 Gomez-Ambrosi and in GM by Gomez-Ambrosi and Montaner. In light´ ´
of our observation above, if R , R , . . . , R are  -graded associative1 2 n 2
algebras with superinvolutions  , , . . . , then the algebra R R 1 2 n 1
R   R is graded by the group n and has a color involution 2 n 2
defined as
   1 2 nr  r   r  r  r   r ,Ž .1 2 n 1 2 n
for all homogeneous r  R .i i
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